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Summary: 
The overall goal of the proposed research is an investigation of physical relationships between the Sun's irradiance and plasma
energy outputs that influence historical proxies of solar activity recorded at or near the Earth. Explicitly, the relationships sought
are those between the closed magnetic flux regions on the Sun that produce irradiance variations and the open flux regions that
control the solar wind which modulates terrestrial geomagnetic and cosmogenic indices of historical solar activity. Empirical
associations between electromagnetic and plasma outputs from the Sun are evident in contemporary data, as are their mutual
connections to the Sun's magnetic activity cycle. Since the observational record of solar irradiance exists for only two cycles,
terrestrial proxies are essential to infer historical irradiance variations that may contribute long-term climate change. The present
lack of understanding of the physical relationships between solar irradiance and terrestrial proxies impedes the reliable
attribution of natural versus anthropogenic causes, and motivates the proposed work.
We propose to analyze and model space- and ground-based contemporary observations to establish the physical connections
of radiant and solar wind processes with photospheric magnetic fields. We then will simulate the variability of open and closed
magnetic flux caused by meridional flows, diffusion and rotation, and investigate how well these simulations can account for the
observed radiative and plasma parameters, and the terrestrial proxies that they influence. Relevant space-based observations
include solar irradiance and wind, and the interplanetary magnetic field. Ground-based observations include solar magnetic
fields, sunspots and plages, and neutron fluxes generated by cosmic rays and geomagnetic indices. Perturbing the various
transport, diffusion and rotation parameters in a manner consistent with speculated changes in the solar dynamo will them
permit us to assess various scenarios for the impact of reduce solar magnetic flux, such as in the Maunder Minimum,
simultaneously on solar irradiance, solar wind, interplanetary magnetic fields and the terrestrial pro
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